
 

 

Language Arts: Thank you to those of you who were able to come to conferences. If you were 

unable to attend, feel free to email your teachers to see you how your students are doing. For 

February, we are working in unit four of our literature books. This unit is titled People and the 

Planet. This unit’s essential question is “Are people more important than animals and the planet?” 

We have had interesting dialogue thus far. Looking ahead, state assessments for both language arts 

and math will take place following spring break.  Please continue to encourage your children to 

read at home on their own. Thank you for all of your support! 

 
Social Studies:  Social Studies students are learning about South Asia (mainly India, 

Afghanistan, and Pakistan).  Learners will explore demographic concepts about these countries 
and begin to answer the “why” behind the data by examining history and current events.  Later 
in the month students will begin learning about Africa and studying the history and current 

events of conflict and cooperation on the continent.  Thanks for your continued support!  For 
support at home, look at your child’s agenda for completion and look his/her notes and ask 
questions about the notes.  Students who talk about their notes are more likely to retain the 
information in them.  Thanks! 

Science:  February we will be finishing up earthquakes & then heading to volcanoes.  After 
volcanoes we will switch to cells and the rest of the school year will be biology 
focused.  Please encourage your child to study regularly.  They should be using their 
questions in their cornell notes to study and if possible playing the review games on my 
webpage.  I still have several students who study by reading over their notes, but they have 
to practice “output” of information by testing themselves.  The more practice they have 
the better they get.  Boxtop icons or  grocery receipts would be greatly appreciated!   
 

Math: There will be a Learning Check Quiz the next day after a standard is covered. The 
learning check is graded in class. Students are given instant feedback if they understand the 
concept or if they need to continue to work. Tests will be given at the end of each topic. 
Students can retake tests if they complete a golden mistake sheet. Students will be required 
to complete Mathia (the online portion of the curriculum) on a weekly basis. It is available 
to complete on a computer or a tablet. If students do not have access to this technology, 
tutoring  will be available 4 days a week after school for computer access. If this is not 
possible, a printed copy can be given to the student. It is STRONGLY encouraged to 
complete the online work, as it allows students to re-do problems to achieve mastery and 
guides/gives hints if needed. The paper copy obviously will not have this extra option. 
**The online portion does not work on a smart phone**  Please check out class 
website daily  
Math tutoring runs Monday-Thursday from 3:20-4:30. Students and parents can request to 
be signed up for tutoring. Check in office regarding transportation availability. 
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